A ground motion model (GMM) tuned to the characteristics of the observed, and potentially induced, seismicity in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas is developed using a database of 4,528 ground motions recorded during 376 events of M w > 3.0 in the region. The GMM is derived using the referenced empirical approach with an existing Central and Eastern North America model as the reference GMM and is applicable for M w ¼ 3.0À5.8 and hypocentral distances less than 500 km. The proposed model incorporates weaker magnitude scaling than the reference GMM for periods less than about 1.0 s, resulting in smaller predicted ground motions at larger magnitudes. The proposed model predicts larger response spectral accelerations at short hypocentral distances (≤20 km), which is likely because of the shallow hypocenters of events in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas. Finally, the V S30 scaling for the newly developed model predicts less amplification at V S30 < 600 m∕s than the reference GMM, which is likely because of the generally thinner sediments in the study area. This finding is consistent with recent studies regarding site amplification in Central and Eastern North America.
INTRODUCTION
The Central and Eastern United States have seen an increase in seismicity over the last 10 years (Ellsworth 2013) , with the seismicity rates in some regions (e.g., North Texas/ Oklahoma/South Kansas) increasing by more than an order of magnitude (Petersen et al. 2016) . The increased seismicity has been associated with human activities, such as fluid injection or extraction (Ellsworth 2013 , Hough 2014 . These potentially induced earthquakes nucleate as a result of increased pore pressure from processes like waste water injection and release stored tectonic stress along an adjacent fault (Hough 2014 ).
The observed increase in seismicity has made the evaluation of the seismic hazard in these regions increasingly pertinent, which requires the development of ground motion models (GMMs) that are tuned to the characteristics of the observed, and potentially induced, seismicity. Because of their nature, induced events are likely to be of smaller magnitude and at shallower focal depth than natural earthquakes. The focal depths of potentially induced events generally lie within the upper 5 km of the crust, making the seismic wave propagation more dependent on the heterogeneous properties of the uppermost crustal layers (Bommer et al. 2016) . Therefore, GMMs developed for regions with potentially induced events should a) Department of Civil, Architectural, and Environmental Engineering, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712;
Email: e.rathje@mail.utexas.edu (E. M. R.) IRIS (2018) , was utilized. Accordingly, 376 earthquake events occurring between January 2005 and November 2016 with magnitudes greater than 3.0 and at least 3 ground motion recordings were selected. Because of the inherent difficulty in separating mainshock and aftershock events during the swarms of potentially induced earthquakes in the region, the events included in the database are not distinguished as mainshocks and aftershocks. The locations of the selected earthquakes are illustrated in Figure 1a . Figure 1b shows the locations of the seismic stations in Texas, Oklahoma and Kansas that recorded ground motion data during the events shown in Figure 1a . Because of the substantially different geologic characteristics of the Gulf Coast Plain and the associated difference in site amplification, the ground motion data recorded at seismic stations located within the Gulf Coast Plain (Figure 1b) are not considered in this study.
The moment magnitudes (M w ) of the selected earthquakes were either known through IRIS or computed using 1-Hz PSA amplitudes of the vertical component of the ground motion records Mahani 2013, Atkinson et al. 2014) . The 1-Hz PSA method uses a semiempirical relationship to compute M w from the recorded vertical 1-Hz PSA and site-to-source distance and is based on the fact that at M w less than about 4, the motion at 1-Hz is directly proportional to the seismic moment. The 1-Hz PSA method was primarily used for events with M w ≤ 4.0. To obtain a certain degree of validation for the utilized M w estimates, Figure 2 presents a comparison of the M w values reported by IRIS and those estimated using the 1-Hz PSA method for earthquake events with M w ≤ 4.5, where both values were available. Based on Figure 2 , it can be concluded that the 1-Hz PSA method reproduces the M w values reported by IRIS relatively accurately and can be used for events where M w is not available. Accordingly, 201 of the 376 events had their M w values assigned using the 1-Hz PSA method.
Ground motion data recorded at the stations in Figure 1b were retrieved using tools available via IRIS (i.e., Standing Order for Data). The collected data and associated metadata were quality assured and reviewed several times. All collected time series were processed in a unified manner. The recordings were instrument-corrected and the mean was removed. The records were examined for obvious irregularities (i.e., clipping, distortion, apparent high noise) on an individual basis. Then 5% cosine tapering, acausal Butterworth filtering, and baseline correction were applied. The high-pass and low-pass filter frequencies were determined based on a Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) threshold of 3. Any records with SNR values consistently less than 3 within the examined bandwidth were rejected. Overall, the developed ground motion database consists of 4,528 three-component ground motion records from 213 seismic stations. Finally, rotation-angle-independent ground motion IMs (RotD50, Boore 2010) were computed for 429 spectral periods, as per the NGA-East database (Goulet et al. 2014 ).
To quantify site amplification, most GMMs use the time-averaged shear wave velocity of the upper 30 m (i.e., V S30 ) as a measure of the physical properties of the near-surface geologic conditions. Because of the lack of existing in-situ measurements of shear wave velocity profiles in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas, reliable proxy estimates of V S30 values in these states are necessary. An approach to developing V S30 estimates at seismic station locations is the P-wave seismogram method Somerville 2014, Kim et al. 2016) , which uses recordings from seismic stations and theoretical wave propagation considerations to estimate V S30 . Zalachoris et al. (2017) used the P-wave seismogram method to estimate V S30 at 251 seismic station locations in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas. Furthermore, the relationship between the V S30 estimates and geologic conditions at the locations of each site, as documented by large-scale geologic maps, was investigated. As a result, Zalachoris et al. (2017) developed a geology-based proxy method that uses geologic age and lithology to assign V S30 values to locations where neither in-situ measurements nor P-wave seismogram estimates of shear wave velocity are available. Further study of the data from Zalachoris et al. (2017) , as detailed in Cox et al. (2017) , indicated statistically significant differences between the V S30 of the Quaternary units along the Gulf Coast and the Quaternary units outside the Gulf Coast region. The revised geology-based protocol for proxy assignment of V S30 values in Texas (excluding the Gulf Coast Plain), Oklahoma, and Kansas is shown in Table 1 . In this study, the preferred method to assign V S30 to stations was field measurements. If field measurements were not available, V S30 values estimated by the P-wave seismogram method, as reported by Zalachoris et al. (2017) , were used. Finally, if neither field measurements or P-wave seismogram estimates were not available, proxybased V S30 values from Table 1 were utilized. Of the 213 seismic stations with recordings in the ground motion database, two had in-situ measurements of V S30 , 198 were assigned V S30 from the P-wave seismogram approach, and 14 were assigned V S30 from the geology-based proxy method using the statewide geologic maps of surface geology, as described in Zalachoris et al. (2017) . To assess the accuracy of both the P-wave seismogram V S30 estimates and geologybased V S30 proxies, we compare them with V S30 values derived from a series of in-situ V S measurements (Figure 3 ) recently performed at seismic station locations in the Dallas-Fort Worth area using a combination of linear array active-source and two-dimensional array ambient-wavefield surface wave testing by Cox et al. (2017) . These seismic station locations coincide with locations where P-wave seismogram estimates were available by Zalachoris et al. (2017) . Also shown is the measured V S30 at the Wichita Mountains seismic station (US.WMOK) in Oklahoma (V S30 ¼ 1,859 m∕s, Yong et al. 2015) , located on Paleozoic granite. In Figure 3 , error bars (AE1 standard deviation) for the V S30 values are shown. For the in-situ measurements, the error bars represent the AE1 standard deviation reported from the surface wave inversions of shear wave velocity; for the P-wave seismogram values, the error bars represent the AE1 standard deviation of the V S30 values computed from individual records; and for the geology-based proxy values, the error bars represent AE1 standard deviation of the V S30 values for the corresponding geologic age/lithology group ).
For the P-wave seismogram method as compared with the measurements (Figure 3a) , the mean bias (lnðV S30, measured ∕V S30, estimated Þ) is on the order of 0.1, which translates to an average underprediction of the V S30 values by 10%. Similarly, the geology-based proxy method (Table 1) Figure 4b shows the distribution of the seismic recordings based on their V S30 value. Because of the small magnitudes represented in the database, R hyp can be taken as equal to the closest distance to the rupture plane (Hassani and Atkinson 2015) . Data from events with magnitudes between M w ¼ 3 and M w ¼ 5.8 and distances R hyp ¼ 4À500 km are represented in the database, with approximately 856 records with R hyp < 50 km (Figure 4a ). The events have a median depth of about 5 km, and 90% of the events have depths less than 7.5 km. In terms of the V S30 distribution of the recordings (Figure 4b ), the ground motion database is dominated by stiffer sites with more than 90% of the recordings made at sites with V S30 > 400 m∕s. Nonetheless, smaller V S30 sites are represented with 85 records from stations with V S30 < 200 m∕s and 255 records from stations with V S30 between 200 and 400 m/s. The magnitude-distance distribution for this study is similar to the distribution of the data used by Hassani and Atkinson (2015) , although Hassani and Atkinson (2015) used epicentral distance and did not report event depths. In terms of the V S30 distribution, the dataset of Hassani and Atkinson (2015) is also dominated by sites with larger V S30 , but it is important to note that they did not use their data to evaluate V S30 scaling. Figure 5 shows the number of earthquake events ( Figure 5a ) and ground motion recordings ( Figure 5b ) included in the database as a function of spectral period for different magnitude ranges. As expected, there is a decrease in available data for periods longer than 2 s, particularly for magnitudes less than M w 3.5, which is due to smaller SNR at longer periods for smaller magnitude events. The full database developed in this study (i.e., event/ station information and RotD50 values for each record) is provided in the online Appendices.
GMM DEVELOPMENT METHOD
We develop a GMM tuned to the seismicity in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas by developing adjustment factors for the Hassani and Atkinson (2015) NGA-East GMM using the regional ground motion database described previously. The HA15 GMM is a referenced empirical model that used ground motion data from CENA to adjust the well-calibrated empirical WNA GMM by Boore et al. (2014, BSSA14) . In this manner, we make use of region-specific empirical ground-motion data, experience regarding attenuation characteristics from CENA, and an empirical GMM from data-rich WNA to develop an empirical GMM for small-to-moderate earthquakes in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas.
To establish the adjustment factors, we compute the residuals, defined as the difference (in natural logarithm units) between the regional observed RotD50 ground motion IMs and the corresponding predicted IMs by the HA15 model. Input parameters for the HA15 model are earthquake magnitude (M w ), epicentral distance (R epi ), site parameter V S30 , and source mechanism (assumed as unspecified). To account for site conditions different than the reference site (i.e., V S30 ¼ 760 m∕s), the HA15 model utilizes the BSSA14 site amplification model, which was developed from WNA data.
The total residuals, ln Y i, j , are computed for each recording j and event i for each IM as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 1 ; 4 1 ; 1 0 8 where IM obs is the observed ground motion IM and IM pred is the corresponding predicted value by the HA15 GMM for the given M w , R epi , and V S30 . Figure 6 presents the variation of the computed overall residuals (ln Y i, j ) with hypocentral distance (R hyp ) at four spectral periods (i.e., PGA, T ¼ 0.1, 1.0, and 3.0 s). The computed values are separated based on three magnitude bins. From Figure 6 , some trends can be readily distinguished: an obvious shift in ln Y i, j toward positive values (i.e., observed motions greater than predicted) at R hyp < 20 km and at smaller spectral periods (i.e., PGA, T ¼ 0.1 s) as well as a magnitude dependence of the residuals with more negative residuals (i.e., observed motions smaller than predicted) at larger M w for smaller periods and the opposite trend at longer periods.
Using the framework of Hassani and Atkinson (2015) , adjustment factors are developed for each spectral period to account for differences in magnitude, distance, and V S30 scaling using the computed total residuals and a mixed-effects regression (Abrahamson and Youngs 1992) . The mixed-effects analysis utilizes the lme function in MATLAB to partition the residuals into inter (between)-event and intra (within)-event residuals as follows:
where C adj is the mean residual representing the average misfit of the reference GMM, η i is the event term for event i, and ε i, j is the intra-event residual for recording j and event i. The event terms (η i ) are used to develop the adjustments required for the magnitude scaling, while the intra-event residuals (ε i, j ) are used to develop the adjustments for distance and V S30 scaling.
The overall adjustment factor (F) represents the combined effects of the adjustment factors for magnitude, distance, and V S30 scaling as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 3 ; 4 1 ; 4 9 1
where C adj is a factor to adjust the overall level of the HA15 model relative to the regional data, F M is the adjustment to magnitude scaling, F R is the adjustment in the distance scaling, and F S is the adjustment to the site amplification model.
To avoid the overlapping influence of the source, distance, and site effects on the mapped residuals, the computation of the adjustment factors is performed using a step-wise iterative approach. First, the adjustment factor for the regional variation in magnitude scaling (F M ) is obtained based on a maximum-likelihood regression of the observed magnitude (M w ) dependence of the inter-event residuals (η i ). Then new residuals (ln Y i, j ) are computed from Equation 1 using the new magnitude scaling (F M ) in the IM prediction. A mixed effects analysis of the new residuals provides new intra-event residuals (ε i, j ) that are used for the development of adjustment factors for the distance scaling and site amplification model (F R and F S , respectively) through a maximum-likelihood regression. Again, new residuals are computed from Equation 1, this time using only the new F R and F S in the IM prediction, the residuals are partitioned, and the F M relationship is re-evaluated. Iterative estimates of F R and F S using residuals that incorporate F M and estimates of F M using residuals that incorporate F R and F S continue until the models stabilize, typically after less than 5 iterations. The p-value for each regression coefficient was then computed.
Using the final adjustment factors, the resulting total residuals were partitioned one last time to obtain the overall adjustment factor, C adj and the inter-and intra-event residuals. Inter-event terms are assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and standard deviation τ and intra-event residuals are assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and standard deviation ϕ. The total standard deviation, σ, is computed as: E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 4 ; 4 1 ; 1 7 7
GMM FOR TEXAS, OKLAHOMA, AND KANSAS
To investigate the magnitude scaling adjustment, the inter-event residuals (η i ) are plotted against the moment magnitude (M w ) of each event in Figure 7 for four spectral periods (T ¼ 0.1, 1.0, 3.0, and 10 s). Average values are shown for six magnitude bins along with AE1 standard deviation. Figure 7 shows that for larger magnitudes (i.e., M w > 4.5) the inter-event residuals (η i ) become strongly negative (i.e., the data are approximately 50% smaller than the HA15 model) for T ¼ 0.1 and 1.0 s. Although the data at M w > 4.5 are somewhat sparse, the residuals are large (η i ¼ À0.5 to -1.0) relative to the confidence intervals. At T ¼ 3.0 s, the data show a significantly different trend, with the residuals increasing with magnitude for M w between 3 and 4.5, and then decreasing at larger magnitudes. Similar behavior is observed at periods between 2.5 to 5.0 s. At longer periods (T ¼ 10 s, Figure 7) , the magnitude dependence of the inter-event residuals looks similar to the magnitude dependence at shorter periods. The trends in Figure 7 may be explained by differences in stress drop or other source parameters (i.e., mechanism). Some researchers have suggested that potentially induced earthquakes are associated with smaller stress drop values than natural earthquakes (e.g., Hough 2014), while other researchers have related smaller stress drop events with smaller focal depths (e.g., Yenier and Atkinson 2015) . Regardless of the origin, smaller stress drops lead to weaker ground motions, which may explain the trends in Figure 7 . To adjust for the observed trends in the magnitude dependence of η i (Figure 7) , a hinged scaling factor (F M ) is developed as follows: E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 5 ; 4 1 ; 6 1 5
where M b , b 0 , and b 1 are model coefficients (Table 2) . F M is only applicable for the magnitude range of the dataset 3.0 ≤ M w ≤ 5.8 and should not be extrapolated outside of that range. The resulting F M scaling relationships are shown in Figure 7 for the periods discussed. At periods 0.1, 1.0, and 10 s, the model captures the clear plateau at smaller magnitudes and largely negatively residuals at larger magnitudes, with the hinge magnitude (M b ) varying with period. As noted earlier, the data at periods between 2.5 and 5.0 s show a significantly different trend. Because there is no physical explanation for this trend, no magnitude adjustment (i.e., F M ¼ 0) is incorporated at these periods.
After correcting the predictive residuals for the magnitude dependence of η i , intra-event residuals (ε i, j ) are used to examine regional differences in attenuation or site effects. shows the intra-event residuals (ε i, j ) as a function of hypocentral distance for spectral accelerations at T ¼ 0.05 and 1.0 s. These data show residuals close to zero at R hyp greater than about 15-20 km, indicating that the overall anelastic attenuation and geometrical spreading characteristics at these distances are similar to those modeled by HA15 for natural seismicity in CENA. Nonetheless, at R hyp < 20 km positive residuals are observed, indicating the recorded motions are larger than predicted by the HA15 model. This effect is more pronounced at shorter periods but is still observed at longer periods (e.g., T ¼ 1.0 s). The larger recorded motions at short distances can possibly be attributed to the generally shallower focal depths of the events in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas with respect to the natural seismicity in CENA. To correct for the observed differences in near source attenuation (Figure 8 ), a distance scaling term F R is defined as a hinged function:
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where R b is the transition distance beyond which no adjustment is needed, α is a model coefficient, and R hyp is hypocentral distance. To avoid unrealistic ground motion amplitudes at small R hyp , the F R function is forced to saturate at R hyp < 4 km, the smallest R hyp in the database. The resulting fits to the residuals at periods 0.05 and 1.0 s are shown in Figure 8 .
The intra-event residuals (ε i, j ) are plotted against the site parameter V S30 in Figure 9 and show an obvious trend toward strongly negative residuals (i.e., overprediction) at V S30 values smaller than about 500-600 m/s. For soft sites (V S30 < 200 m∕s), the recordings indicate motions 40% smaller than predicted by the HA15 model at T ¼ 0.1 s, while the observations are almost 70% smaller at T ¼ 1.0 s. The discrepancies between the HA15 model and recordings at softer sites in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas are likely due to the fact that HA15 utilizes the BSSA14 WNA site amplification model. As discussed in Zalachoris et al. (2017) , the depth to rock (i.e., V S30 > 760 m∕s) in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas tends to be small even at sites with small V S30 . In WNA, sites with small V S30 typically are characterized by deeper sediments that generate larger amplification, particularly at longer periods. It should be noted that the data in Figure 9 have been binned based on four levels of PGA, as computed at a reference condition of V S30 ¼ 760 m∕s (PGA rock ). Because the vast majority of the computed residuals correspond to values of PGA rock < 0.05 g, the observed difference in V S30 scaling represents only the linear-elastic component of site amplification.
To correct for the observed differences in site amplification (Figure 9 ), a site effects scaling factor F S is defined as a function of V S30 as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 7 ; 4 1 ; 2 2 3
where V c is the limiting velocity above which site amplification adjustment is not needed, and c is a model coefficient. The resulting fits to the residuals for T ¼ 0.1 and 1.0 s are shown in Figure 9 .
To illustrate the revised site amplification model, which represents an adjustment to the BSSA14 site amplification model using Equation 7, Figure 10 compares the linear-elastic V S30 scaling developed in this study with the BSSA14 site amplification model used by HA15. The V S30 scaling is shown relative to a reference site condition of V S30 ¼ 760 m∕s and for periods of 0.1 and 1.0 s. For V S30 < V c , the site amplification model from this study (labeled ZR19) provides a flatter, and substantially smaller, response than BSSA14, which is most likely due to the relatively shallower depth to bedrock in the study region ) in comparison to WNA. This difference is more pronounced for longer periods, with the new model predicting site amplification values approximately one-fourth of the values predicted by BSSA14 at smaller V S30 . Also shown in Figure 10 is the linear-elastic site amplification model proposed for CENA as part of the NGA-East project (Stewart et al. 2017 ). This NGA-East site amplification model exhibits similar trends to the one developed in this study, with smaller site amplification for softer soil conditions, particularly at longer periods.
The final parameter in the model is C adj , the factor that adjusts the overall level of the HA15 model relative to the regional data. The values of C adj are plotted versus period in Figure 11 . The C adj values are about -0.2 at short periods, become 0 at T ¼ 0.08 s, and increase to 0.5 at longer periods. These values are consistent with the original overall residuals displayed in Figure 6 . On average, across all distances, negative residuals are shown in Figure 6 for PGA; the average residuals are slightly positive for T ¼ 0.1 s, and they become more positive at T ¼ 1 and 3 s. The C adj factor accounts for all the regional source/path/site effects that are not captured by the other parts of the model, and thus it is difficult to develop physical explanations for the values in Figure 11 . Table 2 Boore et al. (2014; BSSA14) , adjusted model of the present study (ZR19), and model developed by NGA-East (Stewart et al. 2017). periods between 0.75 and 7.5 s. The F R parameter R b , which is the distance below which the distance adjustment occurs, displays p-values between 0.05 and 0.1 at periods between 0.5 and 5.0 s and between 9 and 10 s. These larger p-values indicate more uncertainty in these parameters than the other parameters.
The adjusted ground motion predictions applicable for small-to-moderate earthquake events in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas (IM TXÀOKÀKS ) are obtained as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 8 ; 4 1 ; 3 5 5
where F is given by Equations 3-7 and IM HA15 is the ground motion parameter value predicted by the Hassani and Atkinson (2015) CENA GMM. Given the data limits used to develop the model in this study, Equation 8 should only be used for M w ¼ 3À5.8 and R hyp < 500 km.
The standard deviation values (i.e., τ, ϕ, and σ in natural-log units) of the developed model are also listed in Table 2 . The total standard deviation (σ) is on the order of 0.55-0.7 and is largest at shorter periods. The total standard deviation is dominated by the intra-event component (ϕ), which takes on values between 0.45-0.6. The inter-event standard deviation (τ) varies between 0.2-0.3. The increase in standard deviation at shorter periods can possibly be attributed to variations in the source stress parameter for small M earthquakes (Boore at al. 2014) , since the ground motion database of this study includes both mainshock and aftershock events, particularly for M w < 4.5. Figure 12 illustrates a comparison between the observed data in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas for events with M w > 5.0 and the predictive relationship developed in this study, denoted ZR19. Predictions are shown for M w ¼ 5.3, the average magnitude of the data shown. The HA15 reference CENA GMM as well as the small-magnitude, short-distance Atkinson (2015, APIE15) GMM are also shown. The APIE relationship is only plotted for R hyp < 40 km because that is its limit of applicability. The observed data have been corrected to a reference site condition of V S30 ¼ 760 m∕s using the revised V S30 scaling Figure 11 . Overall adjustment factor C adj as a function of period.
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G. ZALACHORIS AND E. M. RATHJE developed in this study. As seen in Figure 12 , the ZR19 model matches the observations at all distances and spectral periods, as expected. For PGA and T ¼ 0.1 s, ZR19 predicts smaller motions than HA15 because of the strong F M magnitude correction at shorter periods. As R hyp approaches 5 km, ZR19 and HA15 predict similar levels of shaking at these periods because of the F R distance correction (Equation 6) incorporated in this study. At T ¼ 1.0 s, ZR19 predicts motions very similar to HA15, while at T ¼ 3.0 s, ZR19 predicts motions larger than HA15. Across all the periods shown in Figure 12 , the small-magnitude APIE15 model provides predictions most similar to ZR19 for R hyp up to 40 km. Figure 13 compares the response spectra produced using the HA15 and ZR19 models for (Figure 13a ), ZR19 provides larger spectral accelerations than HA15 for R hyp ¼ 5 km because of the revised near-source distance scaling (Figure 13b ), ZR19 predicts smaller spectral accelerations than HA15 at R hyp ¼ 20 km because of the weaker V S30 scaling included in ZR19 (Figure 10) . At R hyp ¼ 5 km, ZR19 predicts spectral accelerations similar to HA15 because of the increased near-source distance scaling in ZR19 balancing out its smaller V S30 scaling.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, recorded earthquake ground motions are used to develop a GMM to predict ground shaking for the observed, and potentially induced, seismicity in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas. A ground motion database was developed that includes 4,528 recordings from 376 events and 213 seismic stations. The ground motion data cover a magnitude range of 3.0 ≤ M w < 5.8 and a distance range of R hyp < 500 km; thus this is the range of applicability of the model. The V S30 for the stations were assigned predominantly using the P-wave seismogram method or through recent geologic proxies for Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas (Table 1 ; Cox et al. 2017 ).
The GMM is developed using the referenced empirical approach, which involves empirical modification of a reference GMM. For this study, the Hassani and Atkinson (2015) CENA GMM is selected as the reference GMM. Using the developed ground motion database and the HA2015 GMM, residuals (in natural-log units) between the ground motion observations and predictions were computed. The residuals were partitioned between inter-event and intra-event residuals through a mixed effects regression, and these residuals were used to identify adjustments with respect to magnitude, distance, and V S30 .
The resulting GMM predicts smaller ground motions than the HA15 reference GMM at periods less than about 1.0 s for larger magnitudes. The developed GMM predicts increased ground motions at short distances (R hyp ≤ 20 km), which is likely due to the smaller focal depths of the events in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas. This effect is observed at all periods but is largest (i.e., more than a factor of 2) at T less than about 0.1 s. The V S30 scaling for the newly developed model is weaker than for the HA15 model, with less amplification at V S30 < 600 m∕s. This effect is most pronounced at longer periods.
The GMM developed in this study accounts for important region-specific features of the earthquake events and geology in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas. The earthquake events used in this study have a median focal depth of 5 km, and this smaller focal depth can result in smaller stress drops. These smaller stress drops can lead to smaller motions, particularly for larger magnitude events. The smaller focal depths also affect the near-source distance scaling, such that motions at shorter distances are more intense. Finally, the geology of Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas (outside of the Gulf Coast region) is generally characterized with soil of moderate depth , such that even sites with small V S30 do not have significant soil thickness. These characteristics lead to weaker V S30 scaling and smaller site amplification.
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